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Grade Level: 10

District: Island Trees
Created: 11/10/2007
Essential
Questions
How do we use
vocabulary to
discuss foods and
food preparation
in French?
How do we
conjugate verbs in
the future tense in
order to describe
future events?
How do we use
two pronouns in
the same
sentence to refer
to people and
things already
mentioned?
How do we use
faire + infinitive
to tell what you
have others do?
Which regions of
France are known
for their culinary
specialties?

Last Updated: 11/10/2007
Content

Skills

MEAL TAKING, FOOD AND
DRINK

identifies cognates
in vocabulary

VOCABULARY: cognate

translates
vocabulary lists

appropriate vocabulary
selection related to food
and food preparation while
using repetition and
circumlocution
appropriate vocabulary
selection related to the
kitchen while using
repetition and
circumlocution
comprehension of short
conversations sustained
face-to-face with more
fluent individuals

VOCABULARY: conjugate,
simple future, regular,
irregular
forms of the regular verb in
future tense
forms of the irregular verb
in future tense
uses of future tense in
spontaneous and familiar
interactions

reads and identifies
parts of a recipe
describes food
preparation
activities in the
kitchen
applies the rules of
the future tense to
regular and
irregular verbs

Assessments

Standards/PIs

worksheets
sentence
formations
dialogue
listening
comprehension
activity
project
crosswords
vocabulary quiz
chapter test

LOTE1-K1-1A

worksheets
verb charts
fortune-teller
project
grammar quiz
chapter test

LOTE2-K1-1A

LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D
LOTE1-K1-1E
LOTE1-K1-1F

LOTE2-K1-1B
LOTE2-K1-1C
LOTE2-K1-1D

memorizes the
stems to common
irregular future
tense verbs
describes future
actions using verbs
conjugated in the
future tense
identifies order of
direct and indirect
object pronouns
uses direct and
indirect object
pronouns to replace
people and things
already mentioned
differentiates
between using
direct and indirect
object pronouns

worksheets
listening
comprehension
activity
sentence
formations
quiz
chapter test
worksheets
sentence
formations
quiz
chapter test

Resources/Notes
TEXT- BON VOYAGE LEVEL 2, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT
2005 Bon Voyage level 2 Interactive Chalkboard Power
Point Chapter 6
Vocabulary Transparencies 6.2-6.5
Audio CD 4
Audio Activities, pages 58-61
Workbook pages 63-65
Quiz 1& 2, pages 26-27
Bon Voyage Online Activities:
http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865605x/student_view0/chapter6/
Quia Online Activities:
http://www.quia.com/jg/1053644.html
Interviews (in French):
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/html/toc/08.html
Audio CD 4
Audio Activities, pages 62-63
Workbook, pages 66-67
Quiz 3, page 28
Future Tense Activity (regular):
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/taf2.html
Workbook, page 63
Quiz 4, page 29
Audio Activities, page 64
Workbook, page 69
Quiz 5, page 30
Review of Faire:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/vp/?v_type=4&v_tense=1

reading
comprehension
passage and
questions
worksheet
quiz
recipe project
préparez cette

Audio Activities, pages 64-64
Tests, page 81
Bon Voyage Video, Episode 6
Video Activities, Chapter 6
field trip to "a la carte' restaurant French Cuisine
(recipes):
http://www.french-at-a-
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VOCABULARY: pronouns
conjugates the verb
faire in the present
tense

expression of details by
using appropriate modifiers

identifies the use of
faire + infinitive to
express what you
have someone else
do for you

forms of faire in the
present tense

invents situations
to use faire +
infinitive
construction

VOCABULARY: gastronomy

identifies regions of
France

cultural comparisons
between societies of
regional specialties in
France and US
awareness of cultural
variations within different
French-speaking countries
comprehension of
information on television
programs related to food
specialties

How do we
conjugate regular

TRAVEL
VOCABULARY: cognate
appropriate
vocabulary selection related
to cars and driving using

touch.com/Gourmet/regional_specialties.htm

engages in
conversations using
faire + infinitive
construction

use of faire + infinitive to
imply someone else is
completing the action in
spontaneous and familiar
interactions

comprehensive knowledge
of cultural patterns related
to various regions of France
and how the rituals and
social interactions influence
communication

How do we use
French vocabulary
to discuss cars
and driving?

recette! chapter
test

order of direct and indirect
object pronouns in same
sentence

VOCABULARY: infinitive
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identifies regional
specialities of
France
prepares simple
French recipes
recognizes
ingredients used in
regional dishes
simulates
preparation of
simple French
dishes

identifies
vocabulary to
discuss cars and
driving
translates
vocabulary words

worksheets
webquest la voiture
et la route
ma voiture idéale
reading
comprehension
listening

LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D

TEXT- BON VOYAGE LEVEL 2, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT
2005 Bon Voyage level 2 Interactive Chalkboard Power
Point Chapter 7
Vocabulary Transparencies, 7.2-7.5
Audio CD 5
Audio Activities, pages 69-73
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verbs in the
conditional tense
to express what
would happen?
How do we
conjugate
irregular verbs in
both the future
tense (to express
what will happen)
and the
conditional tense
(to express what
would happen)?
How do
we determine
whether to use
the future or
conditional tense
with si clauses?
How can we
compare the
driving habits of
the French to
those of
Americans?

repetition and
circumlocution
appropriate
vocabulary selection related
to giving directions
initiation of conversations
related to driving with
peers and more fluent
individuals
VOCABULARY: conjugate,
conditional, regular,
irregular
rules for conjugating
regular verbs in the
conditional tense
uses of conditional tense in
spontaneous and familiar
interactions

VOCABULARY: conjugate,
future, conditional,
irregular, regular
rules for conjugating
irregular verbs in the
conditional tense
rules for conjugating
irregular verbs in the future
tense
appropriate use of
conditional and future
tenses in spontaneous and
familiar interactions

from list
relates how to give
directions to a
location
analyzes realia to
better grasp
cultural concepts
interprets maps
and guides of
French roads

describes what
would happen by
using the
conditional tense
conjugates regular
verbs using the
appropriate stems
creates sentences
expressing
possibility
predicts what would
happen given
certain
circumstances

describes future
events by using the
future tense
describes what
would happen by
using the
conditional tense
differentiates when
to use future or
conditional tense

VOCABULARY: clause,
future, conditional,
imperfect, present

selects correct
stems for irregular
verbs
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comprehension
project
vocab quiz
crossword
chapter test

LOTE1-K1-1E
LOTE1-K1-1F
LOTE2-K1-1A
LOTE2-K1-1B

worksheets
si j'étais le prof de
français... online
activities
verb charts
verb quiz
chapter test
worksheets
online activities
verb quiz
listening
comprehension
activity
chapter test

Workbook pages 73-76
Quiz 1 & 2, pages 31-32
Bon Voyage Online Activities:
http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865605x/student_view0/chapter7/
Quia Online Activities:
http://www.quia.com/jg/1087529.html

LOTE2-K1-1D
Audio CD 5
Audio Activities, page 74
Workbook, page 77
Quiz 3, page 33
Conditional Activities:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/tac1.html
Audio Activities page 75
Workbook page 78
Quiz 4, page 34
Irregular Verbs in Conditional:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/tac1.html#irregular

worksheets
"Si j'avais mille
dollars..." activity
composition
verb quiz
listening
comprehension
activity
chapter test
worksheets
reading
comprehension
questions
quiz
online activities
chapter test

Irregular Verbs in Future:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&ch=13&ex=3

Audio Activities page 75
Workbook page 78
Quiz 5, page 35
Composition: Text page 231
Si Clauses:
http://www.quia.com/jg/1095884.html
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&ch=13&ex=5
Tests, page 93
Audio Activities page 77-78
Situation Cards, Chapter 7
Bon Voyage Video, Episode 7
Video Actiivities, Chapter 7
Webquest: La Voiture et La Route
http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865605x/student_view0/chapter7/webquest.html
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rules for selecting
appropriate tense
(imperfect, conditional or
present, future) in a "si
clause"
VOCABULARY: rush hour,
traffic circles
comparisons between
traffic rules and driving
laws in France and the US
comprehensive knowledge
of the cultural patterns of
the driving habits of the
French
cultural variations in
French-speaking countries
with regard to driving laws
comprehension of
information in television
and radio programs
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conjugates irregular
verbs using the
appropriate stems

expresses
conditions and
possibilities by
using a
combination of
either present and
future tenses, or
imperfect and
conditional tenses
completes
sentences by
adding the correct
sequence of tenses
employs the correct
tense by
determining the
tense of other
clauses in the same
sentence
summarizes
reading
passage about
driving in France
using reading
strategies
compares and
contrasts driving
habits of the French
to those of
Americans
reads and answers
questions about
reading
comprehension
passage
examines photos
and makes cultural
observations
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How do we use
vocabulary to
discuss accidents,
medical problems
and hospitals in
French?
How do we use
interrogative and
relative pronouns
to express
"what"?
How do we use
pronouns with the
imperative?
How do we use
the superlative
and the
comparative?

HEALTH and WELFARE
VOCABULARY: health care,
emergency room
procedures
appropriate vocabulary
selection related to
accidents, medical
problems and body parts
while using repetition and
circumlocution
appropriate vocabulary
selection related to the
hospital and emergency
room while using
comprehension of short
conversations in face-toface interactions with peers
initiation of conversation
with more fluent individuals

How do we use
meilleur and
mieux to express
better and best?

How does
"Doctors Without
Borders/ Medecins
Sans Frontieres
work with the Red
Cross?"?

VOCABULARY: interrogative
pronoun, relative pronoun
expression of details by
using interrogative
pronouns to ask a question
with "what" in spontaneous
and familiar interactions
expression of details by
using relative pronouns
within a sentence to ask an
indirect question
VOCABULARY: imperative,
pronouns
expression of details by
using pronouns as
appropriate modifiers
rules for using pronouns
with the imperative in
simple and complex
sentences
VOCABULARY: superlative,

discusses medical
problems and
specific body parts
discusses hospital
rooms and
emergency room
procedures
expresses how to
check in to a
hospital
describes sequence
of events in an
accident

uses interrogative
pronouns to start a
"what" question
uses relative
pronouns to
express "what" in
an indirect question
compares uses of
interrogative
pronouns or
relative pronouns
selects correct
pronouns when
expressing "what"

tells people what to
do by using the
imperative
uses affirmative
commands with
pronouns
uses negative
commands with
pronouns
refers to things and
people already
mentioned by using
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worksheets
project
qu'est-ce qui s'est
passé?
cartoon
webquest
identifiez le
problème
vocab quiz
chapter test

LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D
LOTE1-K1-1E
LOTE1-K1-1F

worksheets
online activities
listening
comprehension
activity
cloze passage
quiz
chapter test
worksheets
faites-ceci!
speaking activity
dialogue
quiz
chapter test
worksheets
online activities
quelle musique
aimez-vous mieux?
mieux ou meilleur?
photo comparisons
project
composition
quiz
chapter test

LOTE2-K1-1A
LOTE2-K1-1B

TEXT-BON VOYAGE LEVEL 2, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT
2005 Bon Voyage level 2 Interactive Chalkboard Power
Point Chapter 8
Vocabulary Transparencies 8.2-8.5
Audio CD 5
Audio Activities page 81-86
Workbook pages 89-91
Quiz 1 & 2 pages 37-38
Bon Voyage Online Activities:
http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865605x/student_view0/chapter8/
Quia Online Activities:
http://www.quia.com/jg/1088280.html

LOTE2-K1-1C
LOTE2-K1-1D

Audio CD 5
Audio Activities page 86
Workbook page 92
Quiz 3, page 39
Interrogative Pronouns:
http://www.quia.com/pop/153453.html
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/int5.html
Relative Pronouns:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/pror1.html
Audio Activites page 87
Workbook page 93
Quiz 4, page 40
Communicative Transparency C8
Imperative Review:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/tai1.html

worksheets
listening
comprehension
activity
online activity
quiz
chapter test

Audio CD 5
Audio Activities page 88
Workbook pages 94-95
Quiz 5, page 41

reading
comprehension and
questions
worksheets
quiz
quand je travaille
avec Medecins sans
Frontières...

Superlatives:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/adj7.html

Comparatives:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/adj6.html

Audio Activities page 89
Workbook page 96
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comparative, adjective

pronouns

rules for forming the
superlative rules for
forming the comparative

initiates actions by
using imperative
commands
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chapter test

Quiz 5, page 41
Meilleur vs. Mieux:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/adj8.html

expresses the most
or the least
VOCABULARY: adjective,
adverb
rules for using meilleur and
mieux
expression of details by
using adjectives and
adverbs as appropriate
modifiers
VOCABULARY: Doctors
without Borders
history of Doctors without
Borders
comprehensive knowledge
of cultural traits related to
health care in France
cultural comparisions
between health care in
France and the US
influence of social
interactions on
communication related to
health care
comprehension of
information in television
and radio programs related
to health care and Doctors
Without Borders

uses definite
articles to express
superlative
uses plus or moins
to express more or
less

Text and questions, page 268-269
Tests, page 121
Audio Activities page 91-92
Bon Voyage Video, Episode 8
Video Activities, Chapter 8
Medecins Sans Frontieres website:
http://www.msf.fr

makes comparisons
between people
and things

compares people
and things using
meilleur and mieux
decides whether or
not to use adjective
or adverb
selects appropriate
adjective or adverb
uses meilleur or
mieux when
needed
reads reading
comprehension
passage and
answers questions
explains the
purpose of
Medecins sans
Frontieres
describes realia
with chapter
vocabulary
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Essential
Questions
How do we
use French
vocabulary to
discuss
hotels and
checking in
and out of
hotel rooms
How do we
use
vocabulary to
describe hotel
rooms and
bathrooms in
hotels in
French?
How do we
use the verbs
etre and avoir
to express
past actions?
How can we
use y and en
to refer to
places
previously
mentioned?
How do we
use adverbs to
describe how
we do things?
How do we
discuss the
travel habits
of the French
youth?

Content
TRAVEL

VOCABULARY:
noun, cognate,
singular, plural,
definite article,
indefinite article
checking into
hotels
checking out of
hotels
requesting room
types

selection of
appropriate
vocabulary

VOCABULARY:
gender,
agreement,
article
hotel room
vocabulary
things in the
bathroom
communicating
with hotel clerks

selection of
appropriate
vocabulary
VOCABULARY:

Skills
relates requests
for specific types
of hotel rooms
selects hotel
rooms with
bathrooms
expresses desire
to check into a
hotel
composes
sentences that
express desire to
check out of a
hotel

identifies objects
in a hotel room or
bathroom

relates wishes for
a specific type of
hotel room
tells hotel clerks
about problems in
the room or
bathroom
expresses positive
and negative
feelings about a
hotel room
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Assessments

Standards/PIs

dialogue
repetition drills
ma chambre d'hotel, quel choc!
qu'est-ce que c'est?
quiz

LOTE1-K1-1A

quiz
wordsearch
dialogue
role play
diagram
listening comprehension
reading comprehension

LOTE1-K1-1D

cloze passages
quiz
worksheets
chart
la chambre d'hotel où je suis resté...
la salle de bains que j'ai vu à Paris...

LOTE2-K1-1D

LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C

LOTE1-K1-1E
LOTE1-K1-1F
LOTE2-K1-1A

worksheets
quiz
listening comprehension
cloze passage
questions
worksheets
online activities
quiz
chapter test
notre voyage imaginaire
quiz
webquest
http://teacherweb.com/WQ/highschool/triptoParis/
reading comprehension
French newspaper activities
French magazine activities

selects hotel
rooms

Resources/N
TEXT-BON VOYAGE LEVEL 2, GLENCOE, COPY
Bon Voyage level 2 Interactive Chalkboard Pow
Vocabulary Transparencies 9.2, 9.3
Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, pages 94-96
Workbook, Bon Voyage pages 101-102
Quiz 1 page 45
Bon Voyage Online Activities:
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865605x/stu
Quia Online Activities:
http://www.quia.com/ba/46572.html
Hotel Reservations in France:
http://www.hotels.fr/

Vocabulary Transparencies 9.4, 9.5
Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, pages 96-98
Workbook page 103
Quiz 2 page 46
French Hotels and Travel Info by City:
http://goeurope.about.com/od/france/France_Travel_
Audio CD
Audio Activities TE, page 98
Workbook pages 104

Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, pages 99
Workbook page 105
Quiz 4 page 48
Pronoun "y" Activities:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&

conjugates all
forms of etre in
the present tense

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0
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Audio CD 6
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conjugate, direct
object
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conjugates all
forms of avoir in
the past tense

Audio Activities TE page 100
Workbook page 106
Quiz 6 page 50

recalls verbs that
take etre as a
helping verb in the
past tense

Adverb Formation:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/adv2.html

etre
avoir
passe compose
actions in a
hotel
past tense
conjugated with
etre

communication
in the past tense

distinguishes
between etre and
avoir
uses etre in the
past tense with
verbs that are not
folllowed by a
direct object
uses avoir in the
past tense with
verbs that are
followed by a
direct object

Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, pages 102-103
Tests, pages 138, 142
Bon Voyage Video, Episode 9
Video Activities, Chapter 9
Communication Transparency C9
Situation Cards, Chapter 9
Webquest: L'Hotel
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865605x/stu

VOCABULARY:
pronoun, verb

pronoun y
pronoun en
y to express
location
en for things
previously
mentioned

use of
appropriate
modifiers

VOCABULARY:
adverb,
adjective,
masculine,
feminine

selects y to
replace locations
in a sentence
chooses en to
replace things
previously
mentioned
demonstrates
differences
between y and en
reconstructs facts
using y and en
discriminates
between y and en

selects adjectives
in the feminine
form

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0
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changes adjectives
from masculine to
feminine
rules for
changing
adjectives to
adverbs

recognizes
adverbs
changes adjectives
to adverbs

VOCABULARY:
youth hostel,
w/c

traveling in
France

differentiates
between adjective
and adverbs
chooses adverbs
to modify verbs

tropical travels

selects private
hotel rooms

places to stay
while on
vacation

expresses interest
in semi-private
hotel rooms

private rooms

labels items in a
hotel room

semi-private
rooms
youth hostels

cultural traits
and patterns

distinguishes
between private
and semi-private
hotel rooms
requests hotel
rooms with private
bathrooms
comprehends
differences
between French
and American
hotels
plans hotel stays
in Frenchspeaking places
compares the
differences
between hotels,
motels and youth
hostels
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How do we
use
vocabulary to
discuss public
transportation
and methods
of
transportation
in French?
How do we
use formal
and informal
speech to
request
information?
How can we
use the
expression
venir de to
express an
action that
has just been
completed?
How do we
use the word
depuis to find
out how long
someone has
been doing
something?
How do we
discuss public
transportation
in Paris, Haiti
and Africa?

TRAVEL,
PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE
SERVICES

identifies
vocabulary words
related to train
and bus travel

quiz
chart
manual
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LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C

VOCABULARY:
noun, gender,
definite article,
indefinite article

explains
differences
between train and
bus travel
interprets train
and bus schedules

train
transportation
bus
transportation
recalls question
words
select
appropriate
vocabulary

VOCABULARY:
subject, verb,
question words,
inversion,
intonation

questions in the
present and past
tenses

messages and
short
conversations in
the past and
present tenses
VOCABULARY:
infinitive,
preposition

converts
statements into
questions using
inversion,
intonation
and est-ce que
uses appropriate
formal and
informal speech to
ask questions

worksheet
quiz
dialogue
interview
quiz
cloze passage
dialogue
interview
composition
timeline
worksheet
dialogue
questions

LOTE1-K1-1D
LOTE1-K1-1E
LOTE1-K1-1F
LOTE2-K1-1A
LOTE2-K1-1B
LOTE2-K1-1C

TEXT-BON VOYAGE LEVEL 2, GLENCOE, COPY
Bon Voyage level 2 Interactive Chalkboard Pow
Vocabualry Transparencies 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 1
Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, pages 106-110
Workbook pages 111-113
Quiz 1 page 51
Quiz 2 page 52
Bon Voyage Online Activities:
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865605x/stu
Quia Online Activities:
http://www.quia.com/jg/1110189.html

LOTE2-K1-1D

reading comprehension
listening comprehension
comparison
pamphlet "guide to getting around Paris"

composes
questions in the
past and present
tenses

conjugates the
verb venir in the
present tense
selects the
appropriate form
of venir to fit the
subject

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0

Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, page 110
Workbook page 114
Quiz 3 page 53
Situation Cards, Chapter 10
"Est-ce que..." Questions:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&
Inversion Questions:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&
Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, page 111
Workbook pages 115-116
Quiz 4 page 54
Situation Cards Chapter 10
"Venir de.." Activities:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&
Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, page 111
Workbook page 116-117
Quiz 5 page 55
Communication Transparency C 10
"Depuis" Activity:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&
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recognizes the
structure venir de
in a statement
venir de + the
infinitive

simple and
complex
sentences in the
present and past
tenses

VOCABULARY:
present tense,
past tense,
action

uses venir de to
express actions
that have just
been completed

Page 11 of 15

Audio CD 6
Audio Activities TE, pages 113-114
Bon Voyage Video, Episode 10
Video Activites, Chapter 10
Reading "Les Transports en Commun a Paris"
Reading "Les Transports en Commun en Haiti
Communication Transparency C 10
Webquest: Les Transports
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865605x/stu

defines depuis
relates the
duration of an
activity using
depuis
employs depuis to
express duration
of time

expressing time
with depuis

familiar
utterances

VOCABLUARY:
culture,
francophone,
metro

public
transportation in
Paris
public
transportation in
Haiti and Africa

lists different
types of public
transportation in
Paris
lists various types
of public
transportation in
Haiti and Africa
locates train
stations on a map
of Paris
uses train and bus
schedules to
predict departure
and arrival times
compares pubic
transportation in
the United States
with France, Africa
and Haiti

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0
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comparisons
between
societies

How do we
use French
vocabulary to
discuss life in
the city and
life in the
country?
How do we
use the
expressions
celui-la and
lequel to
distinguish
between two
or more
people or
things?
How do we
conjugate the
verbs suivre,
conduire and
vivre in the
present and
past tenses?
How can we
use the
infinitive of a
verb to
describe
activities?

PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT,
COMMUNITY
AND
NEIGHBORHOOD
VOCABULARY:
cognate, noun,
gender, definite
article, indefinite
article
life in the city
life in the
country
parking in the
city
farm animals

recalls vocabualry
words related to
life in the country
describes parking
options in the city

quiz
crossword
word search
picture dictionary
dialogue

LOTE1-K1-1A

quiz
worksheet
cloze passage

LOTE1-K1-1D

LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C

LOTE1-K1-1E
LOTE2-K1-1A

recognizes names
of common farm
animals
memorizes the
difference
between celui ci
and celui la
demonstrates
correct use of
celui ci
translates celui la

VOCABULARY:
preposition,
plural

cloze passage
chart
conversation
composition

LOTE2-K1-1B
LOTE2-K1-1D

composition
reading comprehension
quiz
worksheet
reading comprehension
comparison
story
webquest

recalls forms of
lequel

celui ci
celui la
lequel

How can we
discuss the
daily habits of
people in
France and
those in
Frenchspeaking
Africa and
Canada?

selects vocabulary
appropriate to city
life

laquelle
VOCABULARY:
conjugate, stem,
endings,
irregular verbs, re verb
present tense of
suivre

chooses
appropriate forms
of lequel
distinguishes
between two or
more people or
things
outlines all
present tense
forms of suivre,
conduire and
vivre

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0

TEXT- BON VOYAGE LEVEL 2, GLENCOE, COPY
Bon Voyage level 2 Interactive Chalkboard Pow
Vocabulary Transparencies 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 1
Audio CD 7
Audio Activities TE, pages 118-122
Workbook pages 121-124
Quiz 1 page 57
Quiz 2 page 58
Bon Voyage Online Activities:
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865605x/stu
Quia Online Activities:
http://www.quia.com/jg/1110968.html

Audio CD 7
Audio activities TE, page 123
Workbooks page 125
Quiz 3 page 69
"Celui, Lequel..." Activities:
http://www.quia.com/jq/98950.html
Audio CD 7
Audio Activities TE, page 124
Workbook page 126
Quiz 4 page 60
"Suivre/Vivire" verbs:
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&
Audio CD 7
Audio Activities page 124
Workbook page 127
Quiz 5 page 61
Grammar Activity:
http://www.quia.com/cb/127616.html
Audio CD 7
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present tense of
conduire
present tense of
vivre
understand the
main idea
VOCABULARY:
infinitive,
preposition

describes
meanings of
suivre, conduire
and vivre
prepares
sentences using
suivre, conduire
and vivre

Page 13 of 15

Audio Activities TE, pages 124-126
Bon Voyage Video Episode 11
Video Activities Chapter 11
Webquest:
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865605x/stu
French Daily Life:
http://www.cortland.edu/flteach/civ/

points out various
meanings of
suivre

faire expressions
infinitive after
prepositions

contrasts the
difference
between vivre and
habiter

spontaneity of
interaction

lists expressions
using faire

VOCABULARY:
francophone,
anglophone

reproduces
sentences using
the infinitive
following the
preposition

country life
city life
daily life in
French-speaking
Africa
daily life in
French-speaking
Canada
comparisons
between
societies
knowledge of
cultural traits

differentiates
between infinitive
and conjugated
forms of faire

generates
sentences using
prepositions
followed by
infinitives
describes activities
using prepositions
followed by
infinitives
distinguishes
between actions in
city life and
country life
&discusses

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0
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differences in daily
life in France,
Africa and Canada
predicts actions
related to city life
interprets cultural
habits in Frenchspeaking Africa
summarizes daily
activities of the
French-speaking
world

http://mapster.gstboces.org/secure/DistrictPrintableMap.cfm?mID=7628&mlID=100194&m=0
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Skills

Assessments

Standards/PIs

Resources/Notes

Key to Standards used in this Map
LOTE1-K1-1A [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1A - comprehend messages and short conversations when
listening to peers, familiar adults, and providers of public services either in face-to-face interactions or on the telephone. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE1-K1-1B [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1B - understand the main idea and some discrete information in
television, radio, or live presentations. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE1-K1-1C [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1C - initiate and sustain conversations, face to face or on the
phone, with native-speaking or more fluent individuals. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE1-K1-1D [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1D - select vocabulary appropriate to a range of topics, employ
simple and complex sentences in present, past, and future time frames, and express details and nuances by using appropriate modifiers. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE1-K1-1E [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1E - exhibit spontaneity in their interactions, particularly when
the topic is familiar, but often rely on familiar utterances. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE1-K1-1F [5 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1F - use repetition and circumlocution as well as gestures and
other nonverbal cues to sustain conversation. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE2-K1-1A [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 2 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages] - Performance Indicator 1A - exhibit more comprehensive knowledge of cultural traits and
patterns. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE2-K1-1B [5 occurences] - LOTE Standard 2 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages] - Performance Indicator 1B - draw comparisons between societies. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE2-K1-1C [3 occurences] - LOTE Standard 2 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages] - Performance Indicator 1C - recognize that there are important linguistic and cultural
variations among groups that speak the same target language. [Checkpoint B]
LOTE2-K1-1D [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 2 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages] - Performance Indicator 1D - understand how words, body language, rituals, and social
interactions influence communication. [Checkpoint B]
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